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Activities that work
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Introduction

The coronavirus is spreading its tentacles throughout the world at breakneck speed.
This invisible enemy, an unexpected equalizer, is attacking people on every continent;
and in every age group, race and economic strata, disrupting the status quo of life as we
know it.
So, to combat the work from home blues, HR professionals need to come up with a
wide array of activities and initiatives. These extra steps ensure maximum employee
engagement and foster a sense of belongingness with the company. Virtual employee
engagement doesn’t only make for a fun way to spend quarantine; it also provides the
necessary little breaks for rejuvenation as we work hard.
Here is a set of activity suggestions for HR leaders to choose from.
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Fitness @Home
Monday meditations

01

Monday blues are indeed difficult to combat. However, to help employees
get on the right track, organize meditation sessions at the beginning of
every week.

Run for 25 Kms in a week

02

Healthy employees find themselves to be more productive and ill less
often. So, encourage your employees to “get up and run for good”. Set
up a target for them.

Complete 5000 steps daily**

03

Today’s workforce is the worst hit because of this due to the sedentary
way of work. Encourage employees to take short walks in between their
work helps them deal with their fatigue.

Completing 2 sets of pushups, squats and lunges

04

Allow your employees to take 10 minutes off every day in a week to
exercise as it can rejuvenate and help them come back refreshed,
healthier, and more focused.

** Employees can sync their steps in
apps like Google Fit, Apple Health or
use fitness trackers like Fitbit, iWatch
for the same.
HR leaders can also reach out to
ekincare to organize, plan and easily
execute challenges like stepathons,
on-site camps and other activities using
the ekincare app.
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Fun @Home

01

02

03

04
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DIY Craft Challenge
Bring your employees on a virtual conference call, share the rules and
then start this 30 minute surprise activity. Each person has half an hour to
build something from materials available at home.

Recipe Roundup
This can have themes like “that one thing your grandma makes better
than everyone else” and “rad cookie recipes.” You can do a challenge
where employees prepare the other recipes and post photos.

Hydration Nation
Hydration Nation is a way for participants to drink more water throughout
the day. Call your employees on the video call. Each time a person takes
a sip of a drink, so does everyone on your crew in sync.

Virtual Trash Challenge
Ask your employees to take a before screenshot of their desktop, then
delete files they no longer use and empty the trash. Finally, take a
screenshot to show the progress and share it with the team.
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Awareness @Home

01

Increase COVID awareness
Social Media has been rife with misinformation and fake cures regarding
COVID19. Keep updating your employees with the right set of information
and basic precautions to be taken to save themselves from being infected.

Town Hall

02

03

04
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Town hall or all-hands meetings will help the management keep their team
up to date on important information and help employees understand the
goals and values of the organization in these tough times.

Dig Up a Fact or Scavenger Hunt
Build the trust and confidence within your employees. For doing this
activity, ask your teams to decide on an area and then dig up some
amazing less known facts about it.

Quiz Up
Prepare questions around topics related to business, technology, current
events, and test how much your employees know. Since it’s a fast-paced
event, it’ll challenge all teams to give their best and win whatever is up
for grab.
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Togetherness from Home

01

02

03

Meetings over Lunch
One thing that employees miss while working from home is going out for
lunch with peers. So, fill this void by organizing meetings over lunch via
video conference.

Virtual Coffee Breaks
Allow your employees to grab a cup of coffee and engage in some
random talks with their colleagues. You can treat these breaks as informal
team meetings over a conference call.

Flaunt your Desk
Since a physical office is not being shared any more, it’s easy to feel
disconnected or out of sync with co-workers, HRs can ask their employees
to post a picture with their super workstations at home.

Sing those Happy Birthdays

04
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If you have a huge workforce and it isn’t possible to do video calls on
every employee’s birthday, at least make it a point to sing the good old
“happy birthday to you” song together for all employees at the month
end. Also, celebrate personal milestones like wedding anniversaries,
Work anniversaries, Promotions with your employees.
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Mindfulness @Home

01

Meditation Break
Are your employees stressed out? Help them meditate it out. Give them
a ten-minute break during the day to go sit outside and listen to a quick
podcast or meditation app to reset their mind.

Yoga Practice

02

03

Yoga can too help alleviate any resulting pain or dips in mood by bringing
more balance to the muscles. Here are a few easy poses that HRs can
make their employees try over a video call- Forearm Plank Pose, Seated
Tadasana, Neck Stretch and Chair Twist.

Mindfulness Webinar
Get an expert to conduct a mental health talk with your employees which
can help them add mindful awareness to their existing habits and activities
while working from home.

Tai Chi

04
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HRs can also share a few Tai Chi session videos with their employees to
practice at home. Studies show that even the slightest change in one’s
breathing can have a positive effect on the stress levels.
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Remote working employees often feel disconnected and unproductive. To keep this
in check organizing online team building activities from time to time becomes very
important.
We hope the virtual team building activities listed above will provide you a way to fill
the gap and bring your remote employees closer.

Stay home, Stay safe!
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About ekincare
ekincare is a patent-pending AI-powered integrated health benefits
platform helping organizations and Employees with a Preventive,
Predictive and Highly Personalised Healthcare solution.
Digitized Health Checks
24/7 Doctor Consultations
Mental Wellness Programs
Gyms & Fitness Services
Weight Management Programs
For more information write to us at
sales@ekincare.com
or call us on 7042683727
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